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ABSTRACT

Introduction The objective of this scoping review is to describe the extent and nature of research studies based on linked prescription drug monitoring program (PDMP) data; defined as PDMP data linked to other clinical, administrative or public health data sets. The population is prescribed and dispensed controlled substances. The concept is analysis of linked PDMP data to other clinical, administrative or public health data sets. The context is the USA.

Methods and analysis The scoping review will be conducted with guidance from the latest version of the JBI Manual for Evidence Synthesis, using the framework as outlined by Arksey and O’Malley. Search strategies will be peer-reviewed according to the Peer Review of Electronic Search Strategies (PRESS) guidelines. For transparency and reproducibility, we will adhere to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews reporting guidelines in reporting results. Two reviewers will independently screen titles and abstracts, then independently review full text to select papers or studies for inclusion. When consensus cannot be reached with discussion, a third reviewer will resolve the conflicts. From our included studies, we will extract variables describing aspects of population, concept and context (USA).

Ethics and dissemination Ethical approval was not required for this review. This scoping review entails analysis of previously published, peer-reviewed research. We intend to publish findings in a peer-reviewed journal.

INTRODUCTION

The rationale of this scoping study is to understand the impacts of linked data from prescription drug monitoring programs (PDMP) on the epidemic of opioid misuse and overdose deaths in the USA. Every state, with the exception of Missouri, currently has a PDMP.

Prescribed controlled substances are commonly abused in the USA. Over the past 20 years, the USA has experienced an epidemic of controlled substance misuse and abuse, and a corresponding increase in overdose deaths.1 In fact, most overdose deaths in the USA are caused by controlled substances, including opioids, benzodiazepines and antidepressants.2 To address the epidemic of controlled substance misuse and overdose deaths, nearly all states and some territories of the USA have established PDMPs, databases that track the prescribing and dispensing of controlled substances.3 The information contained within PDMPs is invaluable to prescribing providers who wish to ensure patients receive appropriate pain management, avoid safety issues or identify drug-seeking behaviour. In fact, many states require providers to check the PDMP before prescribing a controlled substance to a patient. Most PDMPs participate in data sharing via a national network, the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy’s Prescription Monitoring Programme InterConnect system, in order to obtain more complete information on a patient’s prescribing history.3

In addition to its considerable clinical value, PDMP data are important for surveillance and research. PDMP data have been used to conduct varied research related to prescribed controlled substances, including topics in epidemiology, addiction and health services research. However, the use of PDMP data for research is tightly controlled due to privacy-related concerns.4 Highly summarised and aggregated, deidentified data pose lower risks related to privacy and confidentiality. However, more complex analyses that require

Strengths and limitations of this study

► We will conduct the scoping review according to the JBI Manual for Evidence Synthesis to enhance rigour, transparency and reproducibility.
► The methods entail a comprehensive, peer-reviewed search of databases and potential sources of unindexed evidence, to ensure high recall of relevant studies.
► The review may not include relevant studies currently in progress, or those with unreported findings.
► We will analyse the results quantitatively and qualitatively.
the linkage of PDMP data to other meaningful sources of data, such as electronic health records, claims data or death records, requires the use of patient identifiers, and so poses higher risks related to breach of privacy and confidentiality. Although these risks can be mitigated through robust data security practices and systems of oversight, some states severely restrict these types of analyses.4

The purpose of our review is to describe the extent and nature of research studies based on linked PDMP data to other large clinical, public health and administrative data sets. With an overarching goal of assessing the scope of research based on PDMP data linked to other sources of relevant clinical and administrative data, the focus of this scoping review is to describe the extent and nature of published research based on linked PDMP data (eg, PDMP data linked to other clinical, public health and administrative data sets). The population is prescribed and dispensed controlled substances. The concept is analysis of linked PDMP data to other clinical, administrative or public health data sets. The context is the USA.

We searched eight sources for existing protocols or reviews and did not find any publication with our proposed focus. Sources searched on 7 June 2021 included PROSPERO (www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO), PubMed (pubmed.gov), Epistemonikos (www.epistemonikos.org), Cochrane Library (www.cochranelibrary.com), CINAHL Complete (Ebscohost), JBI Evidence Synthesis journals. jww.com/jbisrr), International Journal of evidence-based health, JBI (onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/17441609), Trip (tripdatabase.com).

METHODS

We will conduct our scoping review with guidance from the latest version of the JBI Manual for Evidence Synthesis.5 Using the framework as outlined by Arksey and O’Malley, we will conduct our scoping review with Arksey’s five stages: (1) identifying the research question, (2) identifying relevant studies, (3) study selection, (4) charting the data and (5) collating, summarising and reporting the results.5 For transparency and reproducibility, we will adhere to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews reporting guidelines in reporting results.7,8 We will use Covidence (Veritas Health Innovation,) an online systematic review platform to screen and select studies. Citation management and duplicate detection and removal will be accomplished with EndNote (Clarivate Analytics). We will use Microsoft Excel with version tracking, stored on a protected cloud server, to document data extraction.

Literature searching

An information specialist (MMM) will develop and translate search strategies for the online databases using a combination of keywords and controlled subject headings unique to each database. Peer review of the strategies will be conducted by library colleagues using the Peer Review of Electronic Search Strategies (PRESS) guidelines.9

Electronic databases will include Medline (Ovid) 1946–2021, Embase (embase.com) 1974–2021, CINAHL Complete (Ebscohost) 1957–2021, APA PsycINFO (Ebscohost) 1872–2021, International Pharmaceutical Abstracts (Ovid) 1970–2021, Scopus (scopus.com) 1970–2021 and Web of Science Core Collection (Clarivate Analytics) 1900–2021. References of included studies will be checked for additional publications. No preprint servers will be searched. We will specifically examine conference proceedings from meetings of the following professional organisations:

► American Public Health Association https://www.apha.org/.
► American Psychiatric Association https://www.psychiatry.org/.

We will also examine materials found on the following federal and organisational web sites:

► Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration https://www.samhsa.gov/.
► Prescription Drug Monitoring Program Training and Technical Assistance Center https://www.pdmpassist.org/.
► PDMP Works https://pdmpworks.org/.

The full search protocol for both the biomedical and grey literature are available online supplemental files 1 and 2.

Study selection (eligibility criteria)

Two reviewers (CT and MC) will independently screen titles and abstracts, then independently review full text to select papers or studies for inclusion. When consensus cannot be reached with discussion, a third reviewer (CS) will resolve the conflicts.

Inclusion criteria

The review will include studies of any topic based on retrospective, joint individual-level analysis of PDMP data and data from other clinical, public health and administrative data sets. Any type of study whether observational or interventional is eligible, and the focus of the study can be at the individual, group, or system level. Examples of databases to which the PDMP include but should not be limited to the following:

► Birth and death registries.
► Social services databases (child care subsidies, Women Infants and Children).
Public health databases (immunisations, newborn hearing, developmental, cancer registry, violence and injury).
Clans Databases, including private pay, third party and Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).
Professional licensing databases.
Electronic health records.

Exclusion criteria
Given the focus on US PDMPs, which grew substantially in number during the years 2000–2010, this review will be limited to English language publications after the year 2000. It will be limited to primary studies and exclude reviews or meta-analyses.

Quality assessment
In compliance with scoping review methodology, no formal quality assessment of included studies will be conducted as our goal is to rapidly map the literature.

Data extraction: charting the data
From our included studies, we (MC and CT) will extract variables (see table 1) describing aspects of population (prescribed and controlled substances), concept (analysis of linked PDMP data) and context (USA). We selected these variables in order to facilitate article tracking and discern the elements of PDMP data linked to other large clinical, public health and administrative data sets. If we identify a need to modify the variables after data extraction has begun, the proposed revision will be reviewed by an analysis team (MC, CT and CS) and adopted only if consensus is reached.

Analysis of evidence
We will conduct an initial manual data review with the analysis team (MC, CT and CS) to identify and resolve any needs for categorisation or standardisation of nomenclature. We will conduct frequency analysis to describe the type and distribution of variables as indicated in table 1, as well as a summary list of articles and their characteristics. We will convene one to three sessions of inductive thematic analysis to characterise the research topics, research questions and to discuss relative strength of evidence of the topics and questions.

Presentation of results
First and foremost, we will present the results of the study selection procedure as a figure that depicts the process, overlaid with numbers. We will present characteristics of included studies in a table. We will use graphs and a table to present the results of frequency analyses and strength of evidence. We will present the results of inductive thematic analysis through narrative text.
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